STRUCTURING INNOVATION
Digital Transformation
For Family Businesses

Focus On Digital Communication
Trusted Family presents a monthly mix of in-depth interviews,
profiles, and short personal stories connected to family business
and family office communication and all things digital.
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Introduction
Zita Nikoletta Verbényi interviewed Dr. Robin Kiera about the underestimated advantage of family businesses in digital
transformation, the “transforming seniority” principle, and the importance of choosing who should drive innovation in
business families forward. The interview explores growth opportunities for boards and shareholders, examines how
technology leaves its mark on various capital and underlines the vital importance of structuring innovation. This interview concludes with a five-step guide to help you begin the digital transformation journey.

Meet Dr. Robin Kiera – A Digital Transformation Guru
During his seven-year tenure working for a major German industrial business
family, Robin, a digital transformation guru, and award-winning innovation
strategist, observed the importance of tactical succession planning, to gain an
intimate understanding of how transition affects inter-family dynamics and
key business operations.

“I have deep sympathy for family-owned and run businesses. We live in a time

when a dramatic transformation is forcing companies of all sizes to reevaluate

how they relate to their offerings, services, and clients. Not all of them are prepared
to make these changes.”

Robin also has vast experience with large public and private companies, including other family businesses and startups.
In addition to helping them establish different ecosystems around digital services, he helps digitally transform companies, so they reach their maximum potential while retaining their core strength and values.
ZNV: Digital technology poses distinct opportunities
and challenges to already-existing frameworks, businesses, and operational models. How can complex
family businesses achieve competitive advantages at a
time when technological disruption rapidly reorders
industries and behaviors?
RK: Digital or not, the most successful family-owned or
run companies foster trustful relationships between
family members, stakeholders, and staff. If the family
culture can remain strong, over decades or centuries,
despite disagreements and any pitfalls, a digital transformation can only bolster long-term alignment. But no
digital tool can fix a company that doesn’t already have a
solid foundation.
A challenge I see in the era of digital disruption is the
“transforming seniority” model, where an employee
steadily improves, climbs the ranks, and ultimately

becomes a C-suite executive. But in today’s climate, the
Mark Zuckerbergs of the world are the chief innovators.
Would Zuckerberg have achieved such success in your
company? Could he become a CEO of a multi-billion
dollar firm? The seniority principle needs to evolve and
make room for the right talent - wherever it can be
sourced. On the other hand, immense knowledge can be
learned from family heritage, generational milestones
and a founder’s struggles and successes. Families should
combine multigenerational family wisdom with the
opportunities digital innovations can offer. What sometimes gives business families the competitive advantage
is that they are successful when it comes to structuring
innovation; many excelled during previous technological
revolutions. Marrying innovation with solid governance
structures is crucial to outlining clear steps for future
responsibilities and execution plans.
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ZNV: Who should drive innovation and digital transformation forward? The seniors, or the next-generational
members?

This, naturally, does not mean anything about the quality,
profitability level or the growth opportunities of these
companies.

RK: Although the next generational members are usually
more apt to utilize digital tools for various interactions,
presidents of the boards or CEOs should drive these digital
transformation activities. Senior generational members (of
family businesses) are a lot of times brilliant at dealing with
innovation. They don’t care about marble statues. Many
just want to leave behind structures that are fit for future
generations, and foundations that successors can build on.
Senior generation members – as I experienced it - are more
likely to focus on structural innovation opportunities than
managers of public corporations, who, in some cases, are
more concerned with bonuses and quarterly profits. Senior
business family leaders are likely to consult with outside
advisors, and they’re more willing to tap younger family
members or external experts for projects. But these
decisions are ultimately about mindset – not age.

ZNV: What are the opportunities for boards and shareholder groups, with regards to digital transformation?

ZNV: How is technology changing these multigenerational family businesses?
RK: Certain technological disruptions were led by representatives of specific generations. Malcolm Gladwell’s
book Outliers: The Story of Success looked at the wealthiest
people in the last two thousand years, and discovered that
there were certain years when notable people were born:
• In the1830s, the Rothschilds and other major dynasties
were born, as well as the innovative founder of the family
I worked for in rural Germany.
• Between 1953 and 1956, Apple and Microsoft founders
and their major shareholders were born.
• In the 1980s, major innovators like Facebook founder
Mark Zuckerberg were born.
Though each industry is differently affected by the digital
transformation, innovative companies share similarities.
They’re often underestimated as small companies whose
employees lack MBAs and dress unconventionally. They
begin as laughing stocks, but go on to inspire other
businesses, and capture considerable market share, while
traditional players face – in some cases - extinction.
To advance in this field, innovation leaders might need to
work with types of experts with whom they would not
have had the experience dealing with decades ago.
Meetings or press conferences of Mark Zuckerberg’s are
seriously different from a board meeting of a large private
bank.

RK: Boards and shareholder groups are able to exponentially build on the value created by past generations and
proportionally grow more than their fathers and grandfathers did. The Rothschilds sent family members to different countries and cities to build businesses, and families
held annual meetings where everyone - including
children, reported on their accomplishments. These
immensely valuable personal meetings can be bridged,
and all collaboration activities can be enhanced by digital
tools, which can increase communication frequency,
boost engagement, foster information sharing and
support a more efficient framework for family businesses
in the 21st century. But with all of this, it’s paramount to
improve data security. What you share, who you share it
with, and the channels you use can cause serious risks to
the family and the business – including reputational
risks. I would advise everyone asking me to exercise
caution and investigate all the tools they are using,
setting up a consistent strategy of safe practices that
everyone will follow – and provide tools everyone
demands.
ZNV: How does digital technology deliver returns on
various types of capital?
RK: Multigenerational family businesses are – in my
opinion - totally underestimated when it comes to digital
opportunities regarding social capital. Speaking of
human capital, there is a sea change, where all industries
realize how tremendous the potential is. Family business
members should be continually educated on this potential, the security issues involved, and how digital transformation affects their level of seniority, responsibilities,
and engagement.
ZNV: How does digital technology trigger various emotions?
RK: Families, their businesses, and their offices are – in a
lot of cases - accustomed to adopting new technologies to
advance research and development – especially industrial families, who either accept change or get left behind. I
don’t like the “we have always done it this way”
approach.
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I would never use Google Drive to discuss confidential
details about investment portfolios or succession planning
because this could cause major security issues. Instead, I
opt for a secure platform to share these types of sensitive
information, and for planning meetings and document
management activities. You can certainly use less secure
tools for less confidential information. The goal is to find
platforms that work specifically for you.
ZNV: How can digital innovation enhance communication and efficient collaboration?
RK: There’s been a data explosion, with 99% of our currently available data created in the last two years. Consider that
it took 85 years to provide electricity for 65% of Americans.
Meanwhile, it took just eight years to provide 65% of the US
population with Smartphones. The rate of change is huge.
Five years ago, the most valuable world brands were four
non-digital companies and Microsoft. Currently, the top
five companies are all tech players. Preserving legacy in this
era of change means embracing change and finding
solutions. It doesn’t suggest trying everything and chasing
every trend. But technology solutions must work together
proportionally with behavioral changes, to remain viable.
ZNV: There is an overwhelming amount of options for
family businesses and family offices alike. How can they
find the digital solutions best suited to their values and
efficiency needs?
RK: If you feel pressure to accelerate the digital transformation in your business and feel left behind, think about who
consulted you in the last decades. They landed you in your
current position.
My advice is to seek other counsel because the original
advice clearly wasn’t sufficient. Work with evident stage
gating systems and cultivate better ideation processes.
Otherwise, you will miss out on significant opportunities. I
am a big fan of regularly meeting and evaluating projects.
Not all ideas are destined for success, and it’s important to
kill ideas and projects that prove unsustainable. This
doesn’t mean severing contact with project leaders who
originate flawed ideas – it means giving them more opportunities to come up with better concepts. In other words,
fail fast, fail often, and fail when it’s still cheap to course
correct. Stay open-minded and try different things, because
nobody knows the answers to all of today’s challenges —
many of which are new to humanity.
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Five Essential Ideas on Launching
Your Digital Transformation
1. Take an honest look in the mirror and evaluate
strengths and weaknesses.

2. Digital transformation offers endless opportunities, so

focus on ways your business can participate in the
massive revenue new technologies can bring. Find ways

to apply your founder’s entrepreneurial principles to
digital transformation opportunities, and never forget
what originally made the company strong.

3. Determine who to consult with about transformation,
and decide if your future leaders will be digital innovators or proven achievers.

4. Embrace a two-speed strategy. If a specific business
model generates 99.9% of your revenue, continue nurturing it, while simultaneously investing in new structures.

5. Just do it. Don’t wait for the next board meeting or
cyclical five-year window, to take a new direction.

About Trusted Family
Among the tools transforming the economics of family
enterprise innovation is the sought-after Trusted Family
platform. The ultimate communications tool for family
businesses and family offices used by 4000 unique
monthly family users globally.
Drive your digital transformation with
Trusted Family.
Create and inspire change with an all-in-one platform for
enhanced board, shareholder, family and family office
communications.

Ask for a demo or receive more information:
contact@trustedfamily.net

